
Navigating from Melbourne Central Train Station / Melbourne Central 
Tram Stop to Bowen Street 
Our journey starts as we leave Melbourne Central train Station. The transition from the indoor 
station to the outdoor street could expose you to harsh lightning conditions, especially if it’s a 
sunny day. There are also dessert shops at the exit of the station, so you may find strong 
dessert smells. The surface of the sidewalk is covered in bluestone, so it may be slippery, 
especially when wet. Once you exit the station or arrive at the tram stop, head left to the corner 
of Swanston and La Trobe St. 

Once in the corner, cross to the East side of Swanston Street (State Library side) then cross to 
the North side of La Trobe Street (RMIT Info Corner, Building 22). You will hear the sounds made 
by the traffic lights, noises from trams along Swanston and La Trobe streets, and car traffic 
noise. The intersections may be busy and there may be construction work. Watch out for 
construction signs, obstacles, narrow paths, cyclists, and uneven surfaces. 

Figure 1. Melbourne Central exit Figure 2. Melbourne Central tram stop 

Figure 3. Cross to the State Library Figure 4. Cross to RMIT Design Hub. Watch out for 
footpath closures 



Walk about 100 metres. This is also a bluestone sidewalk, and it is on a slope, so it may be 
slippery. You’ll see a yellow sign that reads “Bowen Street” and a statue of Sir Francis Ormond. 
This is our destination. 

Figure 5. Walk 100 metres Figure 6. Bowen Street sign 

Figure 7. Sir Francis Ormond statue 
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